Vector space models of word meaning typically represent the meaning of a word as a vector computed by summing over all its corpus occurrences. Words close to this point in space can be assumed to be similar to it in meaning. But how far around this point does the region of similar meaning extend? In this paper we discuss two models that represent word meaning as regions in vector space. Both representations can be computed from traditional point representations in vector space. We find that both models perform at over 95% F-score on a token classification task.
Introduction
Vector space models of word meaning (Lund and Burgess, 1996; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Lowe, 2001; Jones and Mewhort, 2007; Sahlgren and Karlgren, 2005 ) represent words as points in a highdimensional semantic space. The dimensions of the space represent the contexts in which each target word has been observed. Distance between vectors in semantic space predicts the degree of semantic similarity between the corresponding words, as words with similar meaning tend to occur in similar contexts. Because of this property, vector space models have been used successfully both in computational linguistics (Manning et al., 2008; Snow et al., 2006; Gorman and Curran, 2006; Schütze, 1998) and in cognitive science (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Lowe and McDonald, 2000; McDonald and Ramscar, 2001) . Given the known problems with defining globally appropriate senses (Kilgarriff, 1997; Hanks, 2000) , vector space models are especially interesting for their ability to represent word meaning without relying on dictionary senses.
Vector space models typically compute one vector per target word (what we will call word type vectors), summing co-occurrence counts over all corpus tokens of the target. If the target word is polysemous, the representation will constitute a union over the uses or senses of the word. Such a model does not provide information on the amount of variance in each dimension: Do values on each dimension vary a lot across occurrences of the target? Also, it does not provide information on co-occurrences of feature values in occurrences of the target. To encode these two types of information, we study richer models of word meaning in vector space beyond single point representations.
Many models of categorization in psychology represent a concept as a region, characterized by feature vectors with dimension weights (Smith et al., 1988; Hampton, 1991; Nosofsky, 1986) . Taking our cue from these approaches, we study two models that represent a word as a region in vector space rather than a point. The first model is one that we have recently introduced for representing hyponymy in vector space (Erk, 2009) . We now test its suitability as a general region model for word meaning. This model can be viewed as a prototypestyle model that induces a region surrounding a central vector. As it does not record co-occurrences of feature values, we contrast it with a second model, an exemplar-style model using a k-nearest neighbor analysis, which can represent both degree of variance in each dimension and value co-occurrences.
Both models induce regions representations without labeled data. The idea on which both models are based is to use word token vectors to estimate a region representation. We evaluate the two region models on a task of token classification: Given a point in vector space, the task is predict the word of which it is a token vector.
By representing the meaning of words as regions in vector space, we can describe areas in which points encode similar meanings. This description is flexible, depending on the target word in question, rather than uniform for all words through a fixed distance threshold from the target's type vector. One possible application of region models of word meaning is in the task of determining the appropriateness of a paraphrase in a given context (Connor and Roth, 2007) . This task is highly relevant for textual entailment (Szpektor et al., 2008) . Current vector space approaches typically compare the target word's token vector to the type vector of the potential paraphrase (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008; Erk and Pado, 2008) . A region model could instead test the target's token vector for inclusion in the potential paraphrase's region.
Related work
This section discusses existing vector space models and compares vector space models in computational linguistics to feature-based models of human concept representation in psychology.
Vector space models. Vector space models represent the meaning of a target word as a vector in a high-dimensional space (Lund and Burgess, 1996; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Sahlgren and Karlgren, 2005; Padó and Lapata, 2007; Jones and Mewhort, 2007) . Dimensions stand for context items which which the target word has been observed to co-occur, for example other words (Lund and Burgess, 1996) or syntactic paths (Padó and Lapata, 2007) . In the simplest case, the value on a dimension is the raw co-occurrence count between the target word and the context item for which the dimension stands. Raw counts are often transformed, for example using a log-likelihood transformation (Lowe, 2001) . Sometimes the vector space as a whole is transformed using dimensionality reduction (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) .
In NLP, vector space models have featured most prominently in information retrieval (Manning et al., 2008) , but have also been used for ontology learning (Lin, 1998; Snow et al., 2006; Gorman and Curran, 2006) and word sense-related tasks Schütze, 1998) . In psychology, vector space models have been used to model synonymy (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Padó and Lapata, 2007) , lexical priming phenomena (Lowe and McDonald, 2000) , and similarity judgments (McDonald and Ramscar, 2001 ). There have also been studies on inducing hyponymy information from vector space representations. Geffet and Dagan (2005) use a dimension re-weighting scheme, then predict entailment when the most highly weighted dimensions of two verbs stand in a subset relation. However, they find that while recall of this method is good (whenever some senses of two words stand in an entailment relation, topweighted dimensions of their vectors stand in a subset relation), precision is problematic. Weeds, Weir and McCarthy (2004) introduce the notion of distributional generality (x is more distributionally general than y if x occurs in more contexts than y) and find that for hyponym-hypernym pairs from WordNet, hyponyms are typically more distributionally general. (As they study only word pairs that are known to be related by hyponymy, they test for recall but not precision.) Erk (2009) suggests that while it may not be possible to induce hyponymy information from a vector space representation, it is possible to encode it in a vector space representation after it has been obtained through some other means.
Vector space models of word tokens. Vector space models have mostly been used to represent the meaning of a word type by summing its cooccurrence counts over a complete corpus. There are several approaches to computing vectors for individual word tokens. All of them compute word type vectors first, then combine them into token vectors. Kintsch (2001) and Mitchell and Lapata (2008) combine the target's type vector with that of a single word in the target's syntactic context. Landauer and Dumais (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and Schütze (1998) combine the type vectors of all the words surrounding the target token. Erk and Padó (2008) combine the target's type vector with a vector representing the selectional preference of a single word in the target's syntactic context. Smolensky (1990) focuses on integrating syntactic information in the vector representation rather than on representing the lexical meaning of the target.
Feature-based models of human concept representation. Many models of human concept representation in psychology are based on vectors of features (e.g. (Smith et al., 1988; Hampton, 1991; Nosofsky, 1986) ). Features in these models are typically weighted to represent their importance to the concept in question. Similarity to a given feature vector is usually taken to decrease exponentially with distance from that vector, following Shepard's law (Shepard, 1987) . Categorization involves competition between categories. Feature-based models of human concept representation can be broadly categorized into prototype models, which represent a concept by a single summary representation, and exemplar models, which assume that categorization is by comparison to remembered exemplars. As an example of a feature-based model of concept representation, we show the definition of Nosofsky's (1986) Generalized Context Model (GCM). This exemplar model estimates the probability of categorizing an exemplar e as a member of a concept C as
where the concept C is a set of remembered exemplars, w η is an exemplar weight, and the similarity sim( η, e) between η and e is defined as
Here, z is a general sensitivity parameter, w i is a weight for dimension i, and η i , e i are the values of η and e on dimension i. This model shows all the properties listed above: It has weighted dimensions through the w i . It incorporates Shepard's law through the exponential relation between sim and the sum of squared value distances
Competition between categories arises through the normalization of e's similarity to C by the similarity to all other categories in Eq. (1). While featurebased models of concept representation talk about concepts rather than word meaning, Murphy (2002) argues that there is "overwhelming empirical evidence for the conceptual basis of word meaning" through experimental results on conceptual phenomena that have also been shown to hold for words.
Gärdenfors (2004) proposes a model that represents concepts as convex regions in a conceptual space. Feature structures play no central role in this model, but Gärdenfors suggests that concepts may be represented by a central point, such that categorization could simply be determining the nearest central point (without positing an exponential relation between distance and similarity).
Models
In this section, we present two models for representing word meaning as regions in vector space.
The centered model. The first model that we define, which we call the centered model, is prototypelike. As the representation for a target word, it induces a region surrounding the target's type vector (Erk, 2009) . Let w be the target word and w its type vector. Let x be a point in the same vector space. To predict whether x represents the same meaning as w, we estimate the probability P (IN( x, w)) that x is in the region around w, using a log-linear model:
where the f i are features that characterize the point x, and the β IN i are weights identifying the importance of the different features for the class IN. Z is a normalizing factor that ensures that P is a probability distribution: If P (OUT( x, w)) = 1 − P (IN( x, w) ) is the probability that x is not in the region around w, with associated weights β OUT i for the same features
. We define the features f i as follows: If w = w 1 , . . . , w n , we define the feature f i ( x, w), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as the squared distance between w and x on dimension i:
This model, like feature-based models of categorization from psychology, has weighted dimensions through the β i . It follows Shepard's law -the exponential relation between similarity and distancethrough the exponential function in Eq. (3). Competition between categories is implicit in the estimation of P (OUT( x, w)). need to be estimated from training data. Although the log-likelihood model is a supervised learning scheme, we do not need to take recourse to labeled data. Instead, we use token vectors: Token vectors of w will serve as positive training data for estimating P (IN( x, w) ), and token vectors of other words than w will constitute negative training data. The amount of preprocessing needed depends on the approach to computing token vectors that we use. We will use an approach that combines w's type vector with that of a single word in its syntactic context. This presupposes a syntactic parse of the corpus. Note that we could just as well have used a Schütze-style approach, which does not rely on parsing.
The distributed model. The second model that we consider is an exemplar-style, instance-based model. The simplest instance-based models are knearest neighbor classifiers, which assign to a test item the majority label of its k nearest neighbors among the training items. We will here use a very simple model, doing k nearest neighbor classification where the distance between two vectors w and x is the sum of dimension distances δ i with
max i and min i are the maximum and minimum values observed for dimension i, and β i is a feature weight. We use a standard feature weighting method, gain ratio, which is information gain normalized by the entropy of feature values. Information gain on its own has a bias towards features with many values, which gain ratio attenuates in favor of features with lower entropy:
for the set C = {IN, OUT} of classes and sets val(i) of values seen for dimension i. We call this the distributed model. As with the centered model, we compare it to models of concept representation: It has weighted dimensions (Eq. (5)), and it incorporates competition between categories by storing both positive and negative exemplars and categorizing according to the majority among the k nearest neighbors. However, it does not implement Shepard's law. It additionally differs from the GCM (Eq. (1)) in basing categorization on the k nearest neighbors rather than summed similarity to all neighbors. Like the centered model, the distributed model needs both positive and negative training data. Again, labeled data is not necessary as we can use word token vectors. Positive training data consists of tokens of the target word, and tokens of other words are negative training data. This model does not make use of the target's type vector.
Above we have discussed two pieces of information that region models can encode and that are hard to encode in single-point models of word meaning: variance in each dimension and co-occurrence of feature values. The centered model encodes the variance in the values of each dimension through the weights β IN i , but it does not retain information on feature values of different dimensions that tend to co-occur. The distributed model encodes both variance in each dimension and co-occurrence of feature values through the remembered exemplars. So the centered model should do well for monosemous words, since it seems reasonable that their token vectors should form a single region around the type vector. For polysemous words, token vectors could be more scattered in semantic space, in which case the distributed model should do better.
Note that neither the centered nor the distributed model is a clustering model: Both are supervised models learning the distinctions between tokens of the target word and other vectors. Neither of them groups vectors in an unsupervised fashion.
Hard versus soft region boundaries. In the current paper, we consider only regions with sharp boundaries. In the centered model, a point x will be considered a member of the w-region if P (IN( x, w) ) ≥ 0.5. In the distributed model, x will be considered a member if the majority of its k nearest neighbors are members. However, it is im-portant that both models can also be used to represent regions with soft boundaries. In the centered model, we can use P (IN( x, w) ) without a threshold. In the distributed model, we can use the fraction of k that are positive instances, or we can compute summed similarity to the positive instances like the GCM does. So both models can be used to estimate degrees of membership in a target word's region.
Task, Data, and Implementation
This section describes the task used for evaluation, the data, and the implementation of the models.
Task. The main task will be for a model trained on a target word w to predict, for a given point x in semantic space, whether x is a token vector of w or not. This task is a direct test of whether the region induced for w succeeds in characterizing the region in semantic space in which tokens of w will occur.
As an example, consider the target word supersede: Region models of supersede will be trained on tokens of supersede in a training dataset. One such token is supersede knowledge (i.e., knowledge as the direct object of supersede). We compute a token vector for this occurrence by combining the type vectors of supersede and knowledge. After training a model, we test it on tokens occurring in a test dataset. Positive test items are tokens of supersede, and negative test items are tokens of other words, for example guard. An example of a positive test item is supersede collection. The test items will consist solely of tokens that do not occur in the training data.
Data. We focus on verbs in this paper since paraphrase appropriateness for verbs is an important task in the context of textual entailment. Since we suspect that the centered model will be better suited to modeling monosemous words while the distributed model should do equally well on monosemous and polysemous words, we first test a group of monosemous verbs, then a mixed group. We use WordNet 3.0 to form the two groups. The first group consists of all verbs listed in WordNet 3.0 as being monosemous. We refer to this set as Mon. Since we also want to compare the two region models on the task of hyponymy encoding (Erk, 2009) , we use as our set of mixed monosemous and polysemous verbs the verbs used there to test hyponymy encoding: the set of all verbs that are hypernyms of the Mon verbs according to WordNet 3.0. We call this set Hyp.
We use the British National Corpus (BNC) to compute the vector space and as our source of target word tokens. We need token vectors for training the two region models, and we need separate, previously unseen token vectors as test data. So we split the written portion of the BNC in half at random, leaving files intact. This yielded a training and a test set. We computed word type vectors from the training half of the BNC, using a syntax-based vector space (Padó and Lapata, 2007) of 500 dimensions, with raw co-occurrence counts as dimension values. We used the dv package 1 to compute type vectors from a Minipar (Lin, 1993) parse of the BNC.
We computed token vectors by combining the target verb's type vector with the type vector of the word occurring as the target's direct object. We test three methods for combining type vectors: First, component-wise multiplication (below called mult), which showed best results in Mitchell and Lapata's (2008) analysis. Second, component-wise averaging (below called avg), a variant of type vector addition, a method often used for computing token vectors. Third, we consider component-wise minimum (min), which can be viewed as a kind of intersection of the contexts with which the two words have been observed. We used the training half of the BNC to extract training tokens of the target verbs, and the test half for extracting test tokens. We used only those verb/object pairs as test tokens that did not also occur in the training data.
We restricted the set of verbs to avoid data sparseness issues, using only verbs that occurred with at least 50 different direct objects in the training part of the BNC. The direct objects, in turn, were restricted to exclude overly rare and overly frequent (and thus potentially uninformative) items. We restricted the direct objects to those with no more than 6,500 and no less than 270 occurrences in M on ∪ Hyp. The resulting set Mon consisted of 120 verbs, and Hyp consisted of 430 verbs.
Model implementation. We implemented the centered model using the OpenNLP maxent package 2 , and the distributed model using TiMBL 3 in the IB1 setting with k = 5 nearest neighbors. We use bi- 
Experiments
This section reports on experiments that test the performance of the two region models of word meaning in vector space that we have presented in Sec. 3, the centered and the distributed model.
Experiment 1: Token classification for monosemous verbs
In the first experiment, we test whether the two region models can identify novel tokens of the monosemous verbs in Mon. The task is the one described in Sec. 4. We focus on monosemous verbs first because we suspect that the centered model should do better here than on polysemous verbs. Both models were trained using token vectors computed from the training half of the BNC. Token vectors of the target verb were treated as positive data, and token vectors of other verbs as negative data. 4 We used resampling to restrict the number of negative items used during training, using 3% of the negative items, randomly sampled. 5 We use for testing only those direct objects that do not also appear in the training data, yielding 6,339 positive and 1,396,552 negative test items summed over all target verbs. The case of supersede discussed in Sec. 4 is an example of a monosemous verb according to WordNet 3.0. Table 1 summarizes precision, recall and F-score results. Both models easily beat the random base-4 This simplification breaks down for 6 of the 120 verbs (5%), which are in fact synonyms. We consider this an acceptable level of noise. 5 The number of 3% was determined on a development set constructed by further splitting the training set into training and development portion. line. The centered model shows better performance overall than the distributed one, and the avg method of computing token vector worked best for both models. The centered model has extremely high precision throughout, while the distributed model has better recall for conditions avg and min. Table 2 breaks down the results by the frequency of the target verb, measured in the number of different verb/object tokens in the training data.
Experiment 2: Token classification for polysemous verbs
We now test how the centered and distributed models fare on the same task, but with a mixture of monosemous and polysemous verbs. We use the verbs in Hyp, which in WordNet 3.0 have on average 6.79 senses. For example, follow is a WordNet hypernym of the monosemous supersede. It has 24 senses, among them comply and postdate. Among its training tokens are follow instruction and follow dinner. The first is probably the comply sense of follow, the second the postdate sense. An example of a test token (i.e., occurring in the test but not the train-ing data) is follow tea. (If tea is tea time, this is also the postdate sense.) We computed type vectors for the Hyp verbs and their objects from the training half of the BNC, and computed token vectors using the best method from Exp. 1, avg. Again, we use for testing only those tokens that do not also appear in the training data. Due to the larger amount of data, we used resampling in the training as well as the test data, using only a random 3% of negative tokens for testing. This yielded 25,736 positive and 670,630 negative test items. Table 3 shows the results: The first line has the overall results, and the following lines break down the results by the number of senses each lemma has in WordNet 3.0. 6 Both models, centered and distributed, easily beat the random baseline. The centered model has comparable results for the Hyp as for the Mon verbs (cf. Table 1) , while the distributed model has better results for this dataset, and better results than the centered model. The centered model shows a marked improvement in recall as the number of senses increases.
Experiment 3: Encoding hyponymy
We first proposed the centered model as a method for encoding hyponymy information in a vector space representation (Erk, 2009) . Hyponymy information from another source, in this case WordNet, was encoded in a centered region representation of a target verb by using tokens of the verb itself as well as tokens from its direct hyponyms in training the model. Negative data consisted of training data tokens that were not occurrences of the target verb or its direct hyponyms. In the example of the verb follow, the positive training data would contain tokens of follow along with tokens of supersede and guard, another direct hyponym of follow. Negative training tokens would include, for example, tokens of the word destroy. The resulting centered model, in this case of follow, was then tested on previously unseen tokens, for example guard purpose (a token of a hyponym) and destroy lawn (a token of a nonhyponym), with the task of predicting whether they were tokens of direct hyponyms of follow or not. 6 The one-sense items in Table 3 We now repeat this experiment with the distributed model. We use the direct hypernyms of the verbs in Mon, with the same frequency restrictions as above. We refer to this set of 273 verbs as DHyp. We train one centered and one distributed model for each verb w in DHyp. Positive training tokens for training a model for a verb w ∈ DHyp are tokens of w and of all sufficiently frequent children of w in WordNet 3.0. Negative training tokens are tokens of other verbs in DHyp and their children. We again sample a random 3% of the negative data during both training and testing. Table 4 shows the results. Both models again beat the baseline. The distributed model shows slightly better results overall, while the centered model has by far the highest precision.
Discussion
Performance on monosemous verbs. For the monosemous verbs in Exp. 1, both models succeed in inducing regions that characterize tokens of a target word with high precision as well as high recall. The extremely high precision of the centered model shows that in general the region surrounding the type vector does not contain any tokens of other verbs than the target. Concerning the distributed model, it is to be expected that in min, and even more so in mult, dimension values will vary more than in avg; this could explain the huge difference between avg and the other two conditions for this model. It is interesting to note that the centered model achieves better precision, while the distributed model reaches higher recall. Maybe it will be possible in later models to combine their strengths. The breakdown by frequency bands in Table 2 shows that in mult and avg, the models get strictly better with more data, while min has a precision/recall tradeoff.
Performance on polysemous verbs. For the polysemous verbs in Exp. 2, like for the monosemous verbs in Exp. 1, both models show excellent per-formance in distinguishing tokens of the target verb from tokens of other verbs. 7 The distributed model surpasses the centered one on this dataset. However, it is not clear that this is because the contiguous region that the centered model infers is inappropriate for polysemous verbs. After all the centered model, too, achieves better performance on this dataset than on Mon. The fact that results get better with the degree of polysemy, at first surprising, may indicate that the centered model draws an overly tight boundary around the type vector and that this boundary improves when token vectors differ more, and are at greater distance from the type vector, as should be the case for more polysemous lemmas. Another possible reason for the better performance of both models is that this dataset is larger and in particular provides a larger set of negative data.
Encoding external information in a region model. In the hyponymy encoding task in Exp. 3, both models successfully encode hyponymy information in vector space representations. The centered model manages to derive a high-precision region around the type vector, while the distributed model makes use of outliers in the training data to achieve higher recall.
Comparing region representations to point representations. We now compare the two region models to existing variants of point-based vector space models. Both region models have dimension weights, whose function is somewhat similar to that of log-likelihood or mutual information transformations of raw co-occurrence counts: to estimate the importance of each dimension for characterizing the target word in question. However, dimension weights in region models are computed based on token vectors, while all co-occurrence count transformations work on type vectors.
The distributed model additionally has the ability to represent typical co-occurrences of feature values because the training tokens are remembered in their entirety. The most similar mechanism in point-based vector space models is probably dimensionality reduction, which strives to find latent dimensions that explain most of the variance in the data. But again, dimensionality reduction uses type vectors while the
Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we have proposed using region models for word meaning in vector space, predicting regions in space in which points can be assumed to carry the same meaning. We have studied two models, the prototype-like centered models and the exemplarlike distributed model, both of which are learned without labeled data by making use of token vectors of the target word in question. Both models show excellent performance, with F-scores of 83%-99%, on the task of identifying previously unseen occurrences of the target word.
Our aim is to to test the usability of region models for predicting paraphrase appropriateness in context. The next step towards that will be to test region models on the task of identifying synonym tokens.
